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Welcome to the August Newsletter, my first as ‘Editor’. It will be very much
a ‘work in progress’ moving forwards as I find my feet and try out some new
ideas with content as well as retaining some familiar items. I hope you
enjoy my curatorship and find something of interest and amusement. As
ever if you have any articles etc. that you would like to submit and be
included in or suggestions on editorial content for the Newsletter I would
love to hear from you and be very pleased to receive them.
I must say a very big ‘Thank You’ to Phil Moorhouse whom I have taken
over from for giving us interesting, content packed and fun Newsletters
previously – they are big shoes I have to fill!
Enjoy.
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Elizabeth Smith
SPS Newsletter Editor
Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you
would like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke,
a puzzle, a poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all
contributions will be gratefully received at:
172elizabeth@gmail.com
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Through the Lens
I thought it would be nice if members wanted to ‘share’ a little more about
themselves, as we don’t always get to chat to everyone at the meetings and
with the Pandemic Lockdown socialising and getting to know our newer
members has been more difficult. So, let me start by introducing myself to
you to give you an insight to me and to meet your new Newsletter Editor.
I am a ‘Silhilian’ born and bred and my passions are playing golf, walking,
history, cooking, gardening and generally ‘having a go’ at anything that
interests and challenges me … oh and of course ‘photography’! My
philosophy on life is “One Life, Live It” so you will see me trying my hand at
lots of different things. Currently I am undertaking a ‘Walking Challenge’
attempting to walk 1200 miles this year as specific walks with a target of
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raising £1200 for Cancer Research and Diabetes UK. As part of this I am
also doing Diabetes UK’s ‘Million Steps’ walking a million steps in 3 months.
So far so good - I am well on target with my walking and to-date have raised
over £650 so fingers crossed and, if you see me out pounding the streets of
Solihull, give me a wave or a honk on your car horn! I am in the fortunate
position that I now do not have to work and until recently was Operations
Director for the Faculty of Engineering, Environment and Computing at
Coventry University, with a First Degree in History and a Masters Degree in
Facilities Management. Two of my lasting legacies whilst at the University
were planning/designing and being involved in the construction of their two
new Engineering Buildings which, if you have been to Coventry, are instantly
recognisable from the Ring Road – one looks like a honeycomb with
hexagons all over it!
I have played and enjoyed sport all my life and have represented the West
Midlands County in hockey, both playing and umpiring, and played tennis and
badminton at league level. I am a member of Olton Golf Club and have been
fortunate to be able to travel and play golf in various countries. I have also
marshalled at both ladies and men’s professional golf events in this country
and have now ‘volunteered’ to help at the Commonwealth Games 2022 in
Birmingham.
Although I would not describe myself as a ‘creative or artistic person’ I love
and appreciate anything that is creative and artistic. Prior to dabbling with
photography I enjoyed painting, particularly the mediums of watercolour,
chalk pastel and acrylic. I have been a member of Shirley Photographic
Society for c.6 years and am in Group 1 – this is my happy place! I would
describe my ‘photographic style’ as mainly landscape and architectural but I
have been known to occasionally wander into the area of nature with flora,
fauna and animals. My reason for joining the Society was after fellow
member Jane Roby gave a talk on photography at the golf club we were both
members of and my friend Helen Beston (who is also a member) said she
was interested in coming along and finding more out about photography. So
along we came to a meeting which was a talk. Everyone made us feel so
welcome that we came back and as they say … the rest is history … I find
our programmes really varied and interesting and it never ceases to amaze
me where people go and what they achieve with their photography. I also
really enjoy the competitions and the variety of ideas that our own members
come up with. When I first joined the Society I really liked that there was no
pressure to have to enter the competitions but when I eventually decided to
‘dip my toe in the water’ everyone was very supportive and encouraging, but I
can tell you it was a nerve-wracking evening sitting in the audience waiting to
hear what the judge said about my entries – luckily it was very complimentary
and didn’t deter me!
And for my next little challenge … becoming Editor of the Newsletter, so let’s
see how I get on with that role …! So that’s a little about me … If you would
like to send me a piece about yourself along with a photo to ‘share’ in our
Newsletter please do.
Elizabeth Smith
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03
Photography
Podium

Congratulations to our President, Mick Schilling, who achieved four
acceptances in the Robin Hood BPE exhibition. This is a very good result as
these exhibitions are notoriously difficult to get into.
Congratulations to Christine Mallett who achieved one acceptance in the
Robin Hood BPE exhibition. Another good result.
Congratulations to Christine Mallett who has upgraded her AFIAP distinction
to EFIAP (Excellence Federation Internationale of Art Photography).
And to everyone who has been participating in our ‘fun competitions’ well
done, there have been some cracking photographs for us all to see.

04
Competition
Results

Two Points Competition
(Judged by SPS Members)

The winning images from recent
competitions.

Visit us
On-Line!
https://www.shirleyphoto.org

https://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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Competition
Results
(continued)
All of our competition results
are available at:
https://www.shirleyphoto.org/i
ndex.php/galleryparent/compresults

Lots of laughs ….
Did you hear about the guy who stole all those photos?

I think he was framed.

Tickets and further information available at:
theticketfactory.com
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Competition
Results
(continued)

Four Pics Competition
(Judged by SPS Members)

1st Joint Equal

Aileen Nock - Boat at Anchor

Phil Moorhouse - Progress

Runners-Up

Dave Ward – Volcanic Buffalo

Tony Dyson - On the Prowl

Jenny Ladbrooke - Chinese Arrangement

Mick Schilling - Inquisitve Youngster

Jane Roby - Carpenter Bee

Sue Pearmain - Lion Cub
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05 Picturesque
Pembrokeshire
and Puffins!

When you love puffins and seeing them in their natural habitat is on your
bucket list and you are inspired by a talk at Shirley Photographic Society and
a Facebook posting by your President Mick, then the planning must start and
that is what Liz Smith did. I was asked if I wanted to accompany her... to
which my answer was obviously ‘Yes’! Everyone had kept mentioning a
place called Skomer Island which we Googled and found was off the
Pembrokeshire coast in Wales.
We contacted President Mick for some advice and to ‘pick his brains’ as he
had visited Skomer Island in Pembrokeshire a number of times. He very
kindly gave us useful information and we realised we had a small window of
opportunity to see the puffins as they are only on the Island for c.6 weeks
when they are mating, so we had to move fast. Finding accommodation with
the COVID-19 lockdown restrictions being removed when so many people
are having holidays in this country proved a bit tricky but we managed to find
a lovely cottage ‘The Tack House’ on a working farm about half an hour from
Marloe where you get the boat to the Island. Our hosts were very friendly
and welcoming and gave us home-baked Barra Brith and Welsh Cakes which
were delicious.
Mick also very generously offered Liz the use of one of his cameras so she
could capture her beloved ‘Clowns of the Sea’ with some quality equipment
(rather than her tiny basic camera and IPhone). After a tutorial from Mick on
how to use the camera and guidance to me on using my bridge camera, we
felt prepared for our adventure.

The boats that go to the Island on a daily basis have had to adapt due to
Covid so numbers are limited but we were fortunate to be able to book on one
of the boats. We tracked the weather for a number of days as bad weather
can prevent the small boats from making the crossing but we were very lucky
to be blessed with perfect weather on the day. Liz was also well prepared for
her trip with a ‘puffin patterned face mask’ (you might see her in it at some
point) and her ‘puffin decorated water bottle’. When I was checking in for the
boat on the day, the young woman in front of me found out she was 2 weeks
early for the boat so her trip to the Island was not going to happen and she
had to come outside and explain that to her friend ... ! I was so pleased that
was not me as I would not have been able to look Liz in the eye and tell her.
Mick had told us what to expect but the actual experience far exceeded our
expectations. Seeing these fabulous, active birds, in their habitat up close as
well as the other birds that frequent this Island and the seals swimming close
to the shoreline was something else. The first thing we saw when we got off
the boat was a huge jelly fish in the sea – it was really colourful and the
biggest we had ever seen and you certainly would not have wanted to be
stung by it! The first thing that happened when we got onto the Island was
we had a talk given to us outside by the Assistant Warden about the Island
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and the birds etc. we might see. This year they reckoned 35,000 puffins had
come to nest, the biggest number for decades (this pleased Liz as she said
we should certainly be able to see some if there were that many on the
Island). We were also told that puffins took priority at all times over humans!
The puffins are such characters and are not bothered by the humans pointing
long lenses in their direction and following their every move. The speed that
they fly straight in to their burrows with a mouthful of sand eels is intriguing to
watch. We now have huge admiration and respect for anyone who is able to
capture a puffin in flight! Liz tried but was not successful – all she ended up
with were some tails, beaks or legs! We also saw a pufflin in the burrow
which was like a little mass of grey fluff.
We were sad to leave the Island but did so having had a wonderful
experience, special memories and fingers crossed some photos of the puffins
to remind us on the dark, winter nights of our day out. So, watch this space
and expect to see some puffin pictures in the competitions next season.

While we were in Pembrokeshire we also took the opportunity to do walk
some of the Pembrokeshire Coast Path. There are some great walks in this
area and definitely an area we will return to. We might not be able to travel
abroad this year but taking holidays in this country makes you appreciate that
we do live in a very beautiful, scenic and varied landscape country with plenty
of photographic opportunities.

Marloe Sands and the Coast Path around Strumble Head
Helen Beston
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06 Roy’s
Ramblings
Roy Buckle

“A Person of Interest.”
I was Engineer responsible for the Mechanical services in building the Toyota
Plant at Burnaston, Derby. One morning on arriving on site I was stopped by
security and told to report immediately to the main building for an emergency
meeting. The meeting consisted of the other heads of the Construction
teams, the Consultants, Japanese and the Police. Overnight someone had
stolen a very expensive JCB! The Police had checked the CCTV on the gate
without success. The Japanese wanted it solved, therefore we were to
assemble all of our workers and the Police would come and question them.
Back in my Portacabin I got to thinking about it. When the police officer came
to do the interviews, I pointed out that the only area of the site not covered by
CCTV (part of my contract) yet was the West fence.
As the fence was complete it was possible that the JCB was lifted over there,
by a crane from either inside or outside the compound. As there were only 2
cranes on-site that day they should question the crane drivers. The Police
checked the other side of the West fence and found tyre tracks of a large
vehicle. The Officer checked with his superior saying he had a guy who was
involved and knew where the JCB had gone. His superior said that I was to
be brought to Derby Police Station under caution for further questioning. I
protested and said I had only worked it out from logic - the fence was solid, if
it didn’t go through the main gate it must have been lifted over the fence!
Despite my protests I was put into a police car and taken to Derby Police
Station and placed in a room - quite a frightening experience! The Officers
questioning me were quite aggressive, although I protested that anyone with
a grain of sense could have found out how it had been stolen! They seemed
to object to that! They said I knew where the CCTV was not
working! However they were not holding me but I may be required for further
questioning and let me go. I asked how I got back and they said they would
give me the number of a Taxi Co! They still regarded me as the mastermind
who planed it all, amazing. I never received an apology and have always
worried how naive the Police can be in certain circumstances and it’s quite
frightening when you are having to defend yourself.
In another incident with the police I was not so lucky. But that’s another story!
Roy Buckle

07
Photography
on TV

I suppose it was just a matter of time before photography would be given the Great
British Bake Off treatment. By that I mean, using the very successful format that the
Bake Off has spawned of taking a collection of enthusiastic amateurs, pitting them
against each doing a series of challenges and then getting their efforts judged by
professional experts. I suspect a number of us have watched the recent Great British
Photography Challenge (still on BBC iPlayer) with interest.
I confess to being a real sucker for these types of programmes and I have hugely
enjoyed the multiple versions of this format whether it be sewing, pottery, interior
design and most recently photography. It’s not always about the subject matter but
the very human interactions, the disappointments and successes.
In the Great British Photography Challenge there were only four programmes in the
series and it didn’t involve any candidates being eliminated so wasn’t quite as
competitive but that aside, the six budding photographers were each week given a
series of challenges helped, or in some cases hindered, by an expert in that genre.
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They then submitted their favourite images for evaluation by Rankin.
Now I had vaguely heard of Rankin who is a very commercially successful
photographer. Personally, I think anybody who just calls themselves by their
surname, rock stars aside, demonstrates a certain conceit! I’m sure even the great
Bard called himself William Shakespeare and not just Shakespeare! However,
Rankin was the judge ably assisted by a couple of his team.
I know someone who produces a similar style TV programme but using professionals
not amateurs and the emphasis is always on making sure the programme is balanced
in terms of the characters and their backgrounds and essentially they have to be
televisual. That doesn’t mean they have to be good-looking, we are not talking Love
Island here, just interesting and engaging to the viewer.
Well the programme producers certainly managed to achieve a very balanced set of
amateur photographers in terms of ages, gender, ethnicity and confidence. Some
likeable and some ghastly…. It was interesting to watch them tackle each of the
challenges whether it was the weekly 1-hour phone camera challenge, a professional
shoot with a celebrity or model, product photography or some other theme. Watching
them trying to find the right composition, the right camera settings and then post
processing to get final images and then the inevitable tears was quite entertaining.
Each time they set off on their challenge they were told by Rankin ‘not to let him
down’ which has got to be the most passive aggressive phrase out there! Can you
imagine what you would feel like if Phil, every time he set a new challenge, said ‘and
don’t let me down’!
Comparing notes about the programme with fellow club member Chris (Lee) he
mentioned that Sky Arts have produced a similar photography programme called
Master of Photography but in his view, it was far more brutal. I couldn’t resist having a
look and he is so right. Sky’s version makes the Nuremberg trials look like a mild
ticking off in the headmaster’s study. It is not just brutal it’s vicious but of course is
highly watchable. It is a similar format albeit there are 12 contestants at the start and
each week one gets eliminated. They carry out a variety of challenges and their final
images are judged by in this case three professional judges.
What makes it so brutal are these judges one of whom is a very eccentric and
grumpy Italian photographer who takes great pleasure in telling contestants their
images are boring. It might be because of his utter disdain and brutal evaluation of
their images that a number of the photographers in the first series decided to spice
things up in the various photo challenges by removing all their clothes and include
themselves stark naked. I suppose it’s one way of enlivening your landscape! Now I
don’t wish to thwart your creative impulses but I feel it is a desperate measure and I
don’t think it would go down particularly well in the Shirley Photographic Society!!
Brutality and sarcasm aside the Sky Arts programme is by far the more entertaining.
It was interesting that as the programme evolved by series 3 the judges had been
told to be matey and not nasty which it made a bit false to be honest. But the Sky
programme was better on the technical side giving you camera settings and when
you cut through the image evaluation part there is some good stuff in there about
composition and impact. I didn’t agree with everything judges came up with, I never
do, but overall, the standout images were brilliant.
Do I recommend watching them? Overall, yes they’re good entertainment, admittedly
sometimes needing a fair bit of fast forward action, but it was good to see some very
effective images and their assessment by undoubtedly expert photographers.
Anybody who puts themselves in the limelight like this has my admiration. Will I be
applying? I would never be brave enough...…….

Jenny Ladbrooke
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Famous Quotes ….
“Your first 10,000 photographs are your worst.”

08
Forthcoming
Events

Henri Cartier-Bresson

President’s Picnic
The President's picnic at the National Memorial arboretum is due to start
from 12 noon on the 8th August.
You do not HAVE to prebook, though they do recommend you book to be
sure of getting in should they prove busy.
More information is available here:
https://www.thenma.org.uk/visit-us/plan-your-visit

72nd Midland Salon of International Photography
(Closing date: 26th June 2021)
Exhibition of Projected Digital Images
The Old Church House, Oldbury
Saturday 14th – 21st August 2021

World Photo Day 2021
On 19th August photography lovers across the globe will be celebrating
World Photo Day. The main aim of World Photo Day is to inspire positive
change across the world. Connecting people and raising awareness through
the use of photography.
Founded in 2009 by the Australian photographer Korske Ara, the date of the
19th was chosen to celebrate World Photo Day as it is the date that the
patent of the daguerreotype (an early method of photography) was purchased
by the French government, it is also the same day as World Humanitarian
Day.
From humble beginnings, with just 250 people signing up to participate in
2010, World Photo Day now reaches a global audience of 500 million.
Participants have the opportunity to share their photographs and raise
awareness of the issues that are important to them and their communities.
In previous years, World Photo Day has been held in support of the Cerebral
Palsy Alliance and other important causes.
Photography fans can participate in a number of ways, from sharing their best
photographs on social media, entering competitions, purchasing one of World
Photo Day’s books or just donating via the website www.worldphotoday.com.
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For more information:
https://www.solihull.gov.uk/news/help-visit-solihull-find-best-borough-free-enter-photocompetition
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09 Every
Picture Tells a
Story …
This month’s picture
by Dave Venables

Dave Venables sent in this picture of some of our members being able to
meet up and enjoy some good weather and have tea and cakes in Dave’s
garden. This got me thinking … and I thought it would be a bit of harmless
fun to run a ‘Caption Competition’ for this photograph (judged by the
Newsletter Editor), so if you would like to send me your entries by 31st August
2021, that would be great. I will announce the winner in the next Newsletter.
If any of you have any photographs that you would like to send me for future
‘Caption Competitions’ I would love to have them.

10 Adverts

For Sale – Sony A7 II Digital Camera – Body only
My neighbour’s son recently bought this body-only camera second hand for
c.£650. The problem was he then relocated to Spain and the cost of insuring
and sending the camera just didn’t make it worth it. He’s not after what he
paid for it but an offer around £500 would be very welcome. It’s a full frame
mirrorless camera and you can easily Google the specification. I have done
that and it lost me about the third line down!! It takes a Sony E lens mount. It
looked in pretty pristine condition to me. On the basis that neither my
neighbours nor I can actually check out the camera because none of us have
any Sony lenses they are more than happy to let people try it out. In the first
instance if you are interested, please contact me Jenny Ladbrooke on
0121 711 1247.

Lots of laughs …
What do you call a photo taken by a cat?
A paw-trait!

